
Caution  - Correction to Instructions for Form 8918 Material Advisor 
Disclosure Statement (Rev. Oct. 2007) 
  
On page 1, under the heading Who is a Material Advisor, second paragraph, the 
second and fourth bullet points contain an error.  The word “expects” should be 
“expect” in each bullet point.   
  
The second bullet point should be replaced with the following. 
 
-A taxpayer who you know is or reasonably expect to be required to disclose the 
transaction under Regulations section 1.6011-4 because the transaction is or is 
reasonably expected to become a reportable transaction other than a listed 
transaction or transaction of interest. 
  
The fourth bullet point should be replaced with the following. 
 
-A material advisor who you know is or reasonably expect to be required to 
disclose the transaction under section 6111 because the transaction is or is 
reasonably expected to become a reportable transaction other than a listed 
transaction or transaction of interest. 
  
The Instructions for Form 8918 will not be updated at this time; however, the 
correction will be reflected in a future revision. 
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Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue ServiceInstructions for Form 8918

(Rev. October 2007)
Material Advisor Disclosure Statement

corporation. You are not required to file that insures some or all of the tax benefitsSection references are to the Internal
Form 8918 unless a taxpayer to whom or of a reportable transaction.  Tax resultRevenue Code unless otherwise noted.
for whose benefit you provided the tax protection includes insurance company

What’s New statement (defined below) entered into and other third party products commonly
the reportable transaction. If you provide described as tax result insurance. For• Form 8918, Material Advisor Disclosure
a tax statement to another material more information, see RegulationsStatement, replaces Form 8264,
advisor, you are not required to file Form section 301.6111-3(b)(2)(ii).Application for Registration of a Tax
8918 unless the reportable transaction isShelter. Threshold amount. The threshold
entered into by a taxpayer to whom or for• Submitting a request for a ruling on amount of gross income is $50,000 for a
whose benefit that material advisorwhether you are required to disclose a reportable transaction that provides
provided the tax statement.particular transaction does not suspend substantially all of the tax benefits to

the due date for filing Form 8918. See individuals (looking through anyWho is a Material Advisor?Request for Ruling on page 3. partnerships, S corporations, or trusts).
You are a material advisor to a• A new category of reportable The determination of whether
transaction if you:transaction has been added for substantially all of the tax benefits from a• Provide any material aid, assistance, or“transaction of interest” effective for reportable transaction are provided to
advice with respect to the organizing,transactions of interest entered into after individuals is based on all the facts and
managing, promoting, selling,November 1, 2006. See page 3 for circumstances. Generally, if 70% or more
implementing, insuring, or carrying outdetails. of the tax benefits (defined on page 2)
any reportable transaction, and• The “brief asset holding period” and from a reportable transaction are provided• You directly or indirectly receive or“significant book-tax difference” to individuals (looking through any
expect to receive gross income in excesscategories of reportable transactions have partnerships, S corporations, or trusts)
of the threshold amount (defined below)been eliminated. If the date you became a then substantially all of the tax benefits
for the material aid, assistance, or advice.material advisor for a transaction that will be considered to be provided to

qualifies under either of these categories individuals. You provide material aid, assistance,
was before the effective date of its or advice with respect to the organizing, For all other transactions, theelimination as a reportable transaction, managing, promoting, selling, threshold amount is $250,000. For listedthe material advisor must disclose the implementing, insuring, or carrying out transactions, the threshold amounts aretransaction. See Eliminated Categories any transaction if you make or provide a reduced from $50,000 to $10,000 andon page 3 for details, including effective tax statement to or for the benefit of: from $250,000 to $25,000. Fordates for the elimination of these •  A taxpayer who either is required to transactions of interest, the thresholdcategories. disclose the transaction under section amounts may be reduced as identified in

6011 because the transaction is a listed the published guidance describing theGeneral Instructions transaction or a transaction of interest, or transaction. Determine the threshold
would have been required to disclose the amount separately for each reportablePurpose of Form transaction under section 6011 if the transaction. The threshold amount must
transaction had become a listedMaterial advisors to any reportable be met independently for each transaction
transaction or a transaction of interesttransaction must disclose certain that is a reportable transaction and
within the period of limitations;information about the reportable aggregation of fees among reportable• A taxpayer who you know is ortransaction by filing a Form 8918 with the transactions is not required.
reasonably expects to be required toIRS. Form 8918 replaces Form 8264,

In figuring the amount of gross incomedisclose the transaction underwhich was previously used by material
you receive directly, or indirectly, forRegulations section 1.6011-4 becauseadvisors for disclosure.
material aid, assistance, or advice,the transaction is or is reasonablyMaterial advisors who file a Form 8918 include all the following.expected to become a reportablewill receive a reportable transaction • Fees for a tax strategy.transaction other than a listed transactionnumber from the IRS. Material advisors • Fees for advice (whether or not taxor transaction of interest;must provide the reportable transaction advice).•  A material advisor who is required tonumber to all taxpayers and material • Fees for implementing the reportabledisclose the transaction under sectionadvisors for whom the material advisor transaction.6111 because the transaction is a listedacts as a material advisor. See Who is a transaction or a transaction of interest; or Fees. Fees include consideration inMaterial Advisor below. Every taxpayer • A material advisor who you know is or whatever form paid, whether in cash or inwho has participated in a reportable reasonably expects to be required to kind, for:transaction (see What is a Reportable disclose the transaction under section • Services to analyze the transactionTransaction? on page 2) must also 6111 because the transaction is or is (whether or not related to the taxdisclose the transaction on Form 8886, reasonably expected to become a consequences of the transaction),Reportable Transaction Disclosure reportable transaction other than a listed • Services to implement the transaction,Statement. For more information, see transaction or transaction of interest. • Services to document the transaction,Form 8886 and the Instructions for Form andTax statement. Generally, a tax8886. • Services to prepare tax returns to thestatement is any statement (including
extent return preparation fees areWho Must File? another person’s statement), oral or
unreasonable.Generally, every material advisor to a written, that relates to a tax aspect of a

reportable transaction is required to file transaction that causes the transaction to A fee does not include amounts paid to
Form 8918. A material advisor can be an be a reportable transaction. A tax a person, including an advisor, in that
individual, trust, estate, partnership, or statement includes tax result protection person’s capacity as a party to the
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transaction. For example, a fee does not arrangement and it includes any series of and for which the taxpayer (or related
include reasonable charges for the use of steps carried out as part of a plan. party) paid an advisor a minimum fee
capital or the sale or use of property. (defined below).Substantially Similar

The IRS will scrutinize carefully all of A transaction is considered to beA transaction is substantially similar tothe facts and circumstances to determine offered under conditions of confidentialityanother transaction if it is expected toif consideration received or expected to if the advisor who is paid a minimum feeobtain the same or similar types of taxbe received in connection with a places a limitation on the disclosure of theconsequences and is either factuallyreportable transaction is gross income tax treatment or tax structure of thesimilar or based on the same or similarreceived directly, or indirectly, for aid, transaction and the limitation ontax strategy.assistance, or advice. disclosure protects the confidentiality of
Receipt of an opinion regarding the tax the advisor’s tax strategies. TheEmployee exception. Generally, you consequences of the transaction is not transaction is treated as confidential evenare not considered to be a material relevant to determine if the transaction is if the conditions of confidentiality are notadvisor if you make a tax statement solely the same as or substantially similar to legally binding on the taxpayer. Seein your capacity as an employee, another transaction. The term Regulations section 1.6011-4(b)(3) forshareholder, partner, or agent of another substantially similar must be broadly more information.person. In this case, any tax statement construed in favor of disclosure. Seeyou make will be considered to be made Minimum fee. For a corporationRegulations section 1.6011-4(c)(4) forby your employer, corporation, (excluding S corporations), or aexamples.partnership, or principal. partnership or trust in which all of the

Tax Benefit owners or beneficiaries are corporationsHowever, you will be treated as a
(excluding S corporations), the minimumA tax benefit includes deductions,material advisor if you form or use an
fee is $250,000. For all others, theexclusions from gross income,entity to avoid the rules of section 6111 or
minimum fee is $50,000.nonrecognition of gain, tax credits,6112 or the penalties under section 6707

adjustments (or the absence ofor 6708. The minimum fee includes all fees for
adjustments) to the basis of property, a tax strategy, for advice (whether or notDate you became a material advisor.
status as an entity exempt from federal tax advice), or for the implementation of aYou are a material advisor when all of the
income taxation, and any other tax transaction. Fees include payment infollowing have occurred (in no particular
consequences that may reduce a whatever form paid, whether in cash or inorder):
taxpayer’s federal tax liability by affecting kind, for services to analyze the• You make a tax statement,
the amount, timing, character, or source transaction (whether or not related to the• You receive (or expect to receive)
of any item of income, gain, expense, loss tax consequences of the transaction), forgross income in excess of the threshold
or credit. services to implement the transaction, foramount, and

services to document the transaction, and• The transaction is entered into by the What is a Reportable
for services to prepare tax returns to thetaxpayer to whom or for whose benefit Transaction? extent return preparation fees areyou provided the tax statement, or in the

A reportable transaction is a transaction unreasonable. A taxpayer is treated ascase of a tax statement provided to
described in one or more of the following paying fees to an advisor if the taxpayeranother material advisor, when the
categories. See Regulations section knows or should know that the amount ittransaction is entered into by a taxpayer
1.6011-4(b) for more information. pays will be paid indirectly to the advisor,to whom or for whose benefit that material

such as through a referral fee oradvisor provided a tax statement. Listed Transactions
fee-sharing arrangement. Fees do notNote.  If a transaction that was not a A listed transaction is a transaction that is include amounts paid to a person,reportable transaction is identified as a the same as or substantially similar to one including an advisor, in that person’slisted transaction or a transaction of of the types of transactions that the IRS capacity as a party to the transaction. Theinterest in published guidance after the has determined to be a tax avoidance IRS will scrutinize all of the facts andoccurrence of the 3 events described transaction. circumstances in determining whetherabove, you will be treated as becoming a These transactions are identified by consideration received in connection withmaterial advisor on the date the notice, regulation, or other form of a confidential transaction constitutes fees.transaction is identified as a listed published guidance as a listed For purposes of determining the minimumtransaction or a transaction of interest. transaction. For existing guidance see: fee, related parties (as described in

• Notice 2004-67, 2004-41 I.R.B. 600;You must make reasonable and good section 267(b) or 707(b)) will be treated
• Notice 2005-13, 2005-9 I.R.B. 630; andfaith efforts to determine when the as the same individual or entity.
• Notice 2007-57, 2007-9 I.R.B. 87.taxpayer entered into the transaction,

Transactions With Contractualeven if you stop providing services before For updates to this list go to the IRS
Protectionthe taxpayer enters into the transaction. web page at www.irs.gov/businesses/
A transaction with contractual protectionPost-filing advice. You are not corporations and click on Abusive Tax
is a transaction for which the taxpayer, orconsidered to be a material advisor Shelters and Transactions. The IRS may
a related party (as described in sectionsconcerning a transaction if you do not issue new or update the existing notice,
267(b) or 707(b)), has the right to a fullmake or provide a tax statement about regulation, or other form of guidance that
refund or partial refund of fees if all or partthe transaction until after the first tax identifies transactions as listed
of the intended tax consequences fromreturn reflecting tax benefit(s) of the transactions. You can find a notice or
the transaction are not sustained. It alsotransaction is filed with the IRS. This ruling in the Internal Revenue Bulletin at
includes a transaction for which fees areexception does not apply to you if it is www.irs.gov/pub/irs-irbs/irbXX-YY.pdf,
contingent on the taxpayer’s realization ofexpected the taxpayer will file a where XX is the two-digit year and YY is
tax benefits from the transaction. Forsupplemental or amended return the two-digit bulletin number. For
exceptions and other details, seereflecting additional tax benefits from the example, you can find Notice 2004-67,
Regulations section 1.6011-4(b)(4) andtransaction. 2004-41 I.R.B. 600, at www.irs.gov/pub/
Rev. Proc. 2007-20, 2007-7 I.R.B. 517,irs-irbs/irb04-41.pdf.Definitions which provides a list of exceptions for this

Confidential Transactions type of reportable transaction.
Transaction A confidential transaction is a transaction

Loss TransactionsA transaction includes all of the relevant that is offered to a taxpayer or related
elements of the expected tax treatment of party (as described in section 267(b) or A loss transaction is a transaction that
an investment, entity, plan, or 707(b)) under conditions of confidentiality results in the taxpayer claiming a loss
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under section 165 (described later) if the letter ruling request satisfies the reportingTransactions of Interest
amount of the section 165 loss is as requirements. See Request for Ruling,A transaction of interest is a transaction
follows. below, for more details on submitting athat is the same as or substantially similar• For individuals, at least $2 million in letter ruling request.to one of the types of transactions that the
any single tax year or $4 million in any IRS has identified by notice, regulation, or Request for Rulingcombination of tax years. (At least other form of published guidance as a You may request a ruling from the IRS to$50,000 for a single tax year if the loss transaction of interest. It is a transaction determine whether a specific transactionarose from a section 988 transaction that the IRS and Treasury Department is a reportable transaction. The potentialdefined in section 988(c)(1) (relating to believe has a potential for tax avoidance obligation of a material advisor and theforeign currency transactions), whether or or evasion, but for which there is not taxpayer to disclose the transaction willnot the loss flows through from an S enough information to determine if the not be suspended during the period thatcorporation or partnership). transaction should be identified as a tax the ruling request is pending. Therefore,• For corporations (excluding S avoidance transaction.  The requirement even if you have a ruling request with thecorporations), at least $10 million in any to disclose transactions of interest applies IRS, you must still complete and file thissingle tax year or $20 million in any to transactions of interest entered into form in order to avoid potential penalties.combination of tax years. after November 1, 2006. For existing See Rev. Proc. 2007-1, 2007-1 I.R.B. 1• For partnerships with only corporations guidance see Notice 2007-72, 2007- 36 for information on ruling requests.(excluding S corporations) as partners I.R.B. 544 and Notice 2007-73, 2007-36
(looking through any partners that are I.R.B. 545. The IRS may issue new or When To File
also partnerships), at least $10 million in update the existing notice, regulation, or The material advisor’s disclosureany single tax year or $20 million in any other form of guidance that identifies a statement must be filed with the Office ofcombination of tax years, whether or not transaction as a transaction of interest. Tax Shelter Analysis (OTSA) by the lastany losses flow through to one or more

day of the month that follows the end ofEliminated Categoriespartners.
the calendar quarter in which the advisor• For all other partnerships and S Transactions With a Brief Asset became a material advisor with respect tocorporations, at least $2 million in any Holding Period. The disclosure the reportable transaction or in whichsingle tax year or $4 million in any requirement for this category has been circumstances occur to require ancombination of tax years, whether or not eliminated for transactions entered into on amended disclosure statement. See Dateany losses flow through to one or more or after August 3, 2007. However, this you became a material advisor on page 2.partners or shareholders. does not relieve taxpayers of any• For trusts, at least $2 million in any Where To Filedisclosure obligations for brief asset

single tax year or $4 million in any holding transactions that were entered In order to file, mail your completed Form
combination of tax years, whether or not into before August 3, 2007. The rules for 8918 to:
any losses flow through to one or more brief asset holding period reportable

Internal Revenue Servicebeneficiaries. (At least $50,000 for a transactions entered into before August 3,
OTSA Mail Stop 4916single tax year if the loss arose from a 2007, are contained in Regulations
1973 North Rulon White Blvd.section 988 transaction defined in section section 1.6011-4 in effect prior to August
Ogden, Utah 84404988(c)(1) (relating to foreign currency 3, 2007.

transactions), whether or not the loss Furnishing a ReportableTransactions With a Significantflows through from an S corporation or
Book-Tax Difference. The disclosure Transaction Numberpartnership).
requirement for this category has been Receipt of a reportable transaction

Section 165 loss. For this purpose, a eliminated. Transactions with a significant number does not indicate that the IRS
section 165 loss is adjusted for any book-tax difference that would have been has reviewed, examined, or approved the
salvage value and for any other insurance required to be disclosed with returns due transaction.
compensation received. However, a on dates (including extensions) after Material advisors must provide thesection 165 loss does not include January 5, 2006, are no longer reportable reportable transaction number to alloffsetting gains, other income or transactions. taxpayers and material advisors for whomlimitations. The full amount of a section However, this does not relieve the material advisor acts as a material165 loss is included in the year it taxpayers of any disclosure obligations for advisor. The reportable transactionoccurred, regardless of whether all or part significant book-tax difference number must be provided when theof it is included in computing a net transactions that should have been transaction is entered into, or, if theoperating loss (under section 172) or a disclosed on a return with a due date prior transaction is entered into before thenet capital loss (under section 1212) that to January 6, 2006. For more details, see material advisor received the reportableis a carryback or carryover to another Notice 2006-6, 2006-5 I.R.B. 385, and transaction number, within 60 calendaryear. A section 165 loss does not include Rev. Proc. 2004-67, 2004-50 I.R.B. 966. days from the date the reportableany portion of a loss attributable to a

transaction number is mailed to theExceptions to Reportablecapital loss carryback or carryover from
material advisor.another year that is treated as a deemed Transaction Categories, Published

capital loss under section 1212. Guidance Requirement To Keep Lists
To determine if a transaction results in A transaction is not considered a Generally, a material advisor must

a taxpayer claiming a loss that meets the reportable transaction if the IRS makes a maintain a list identifying each entity or
threshold amounts over a combination of determination in published guidance that individual with respect to who the advisor
tax years, only losses claimed in the tax it is not subject to the reporting acted as a material advisor with respect
year the transaction is entered into and requirements. For more information, see to a reportable transaction. A material
the 5 succeeding tax years are combined. the following. advisor is not required to identify an entity

• Rev. Proc. 2007-20, 2007-7 I.R.B. 517; or individual on the list if the entity orThe types of losses included in this • Rev. Proc. 2004-66, 2004-50 I.R.B. individual entered into a listed transactioncategory are section 165 losses (including
966; or a transaction of interest more than 6amounts deductible under a provision that • Rev. Proc. 2004-67, 2004-50 I.R.B. years before the transaction wastreats a transaction as a sale or other
967; and identified in published guidance as adisposition or otherwise results in a • Rev. Proc. 2004-68, 2004-50 I.R.B. listed transaction or a transaction ofdeduction under section 165). However,
969. interest.this category does not include losses

described in Rev. Proc. 2004-66, 2004-50 The IRS may also determine by A separate list must be prepared and
I.R.B. 966 (or future published guidance). individual letter ruling that an individual maintained for each transaction or group
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of substantially similar transactions. The required to retain earlier drafts of a IRS to determine without undue delay or
list must be maintained for 7 years document if you retain a copy of the final difficulty the information required.
following the earlier of the date on which document (or, if there is no final

Other Penaltiesthe material advisor last made a tax document, the most recent draft of the
statement relating to the transaction, or document) and the final document (or An additional civil penalty under section
the date the transaction was last entered most recent draft) contains all the 6700 may be imposed if you directly or
into, if known. Upon IRS’ written request, information in the earlier drafts of such indirectly organize, participate in the sale
each material advisor who is responsible document that is material to an of, or promote an abusive tax shelter and
for maintaining a list must furnish the list understanding of the purported tax you cause other parties to make or
to the IRS. The list must be maintained in treatment or the tax structure of the furnish either:
a form that enables the IRS to determine transaction. • False or fraudulent statements as to
without undue delay or difficulty the any material matter, or

Dissolution or liquidation of materialinformation required to be maintained for • Gross valuation overstatements as to
advisor. Generally, if a material advisoreach list. See Regulations section any material matter.
dissolves or liquidates before completion301.6112-1 for more information.

For false or fraudulent statementof the 7 year list maintenance period, theNote. The IRS does not require you to violations, the penalty is 50 percent of theperson responsible under state law forsubmit detailed information with this form gross income from the activity. For grosswinding up the entity’s affairs mustwith respect to the requirement to keep valuation overstatement violations, theprepare, maintain, and furnish eachlists. However, to assist you in penalty is the lesser of $1,000 or 100% ofcomponent of the list on behalf of themaintaining these lists, we anticipate that the gross income derived (or to beentity, unless the entity submits the list toan electronic worksheet will be provided derived) from the activity.OTSA within 60 days after the dissolutionin the near future on www.irs.gov. or liquidation. See Regulations section Penalties may also be imposed if youContinue to monitor this website for future 301.6112-1(d) for more information. knowingly aid and abet in theupdates. You may need to keep
understatement of the tax liability ofadditional records for accounting or state Penalties
another person. The penalty is $1,000income tax purposes.
($10,000 for corporate tax returns andPenalty For Failure To FurnishContents of the list. Each list must documents).Information Regarding Reportablecontain the following.

Transactions Criminal penalties for failure to file on1. An itemized statement containing:
time and for filing a false or fraudulentA penalty may be imposed if you area. The name of each reportable return are provided by sections 7203,required to file Form 8918 and you fail totransaction, the citation to the notice 7206, and 7207.file the return on or before the due date,number or published guidance number

or file false or incomplete informationidentifying the transaction if the
about a reportable transaction. Specific Instructionstransaction is a listed transaction or

transaction of interest, and the reportable  The penalty is $50,000 for reportable
How To Complete Form 8918transaction number obtained under transactions other than listed
In order to be considered complete, Formsection 6111; transactions. The penalty imposed for
8918 must be completed in its entiretyb. The name, address, and identifying listed transactions is the greater of:
with all required attachments. To benumber of each individual or entity • $200,000, or
considered complete, the informationrequired to be included on the list; • 50 percent of the gross income from
provided on the form must describe thec. The date on which each individual providing aid, assistance, or advice about
expected tax treatment and all potentialor entity entered into the reportable the listed transaction before the date the
tax benefits expected to result from thetransaction, if known; return is filed. If the failure is intentional,
transaction, describe any tax resultd. The amount invested in the the percentage is 75%.
protection with respect to the transaction,reportable transaction by each individual For more information, see section
and identify and describe the transactionor entity, if known; 6707. Form 8918 must be completed in
in sufficient detail for the IRS to be able toe. A summary or schedule of the tax its entirety with all required attachments
understand the tax structure of thetreatment that each individual or entity is to be considered complete. Stating that
reportable transaction. A Form 8918intended or expected to derive from “Information will be provided upon
containing a statement that informationparticipation in the reportable transaction; request” or that “Details are available
will be provided upon request is notand upon request,” or any similar statement in
considered a complete disclosuref. The name of each other material the space provided, is not considered a
statement.advisor to the transaction, if known. description and may cause your

2. A detailed description of the disclosure statement to be treated as If the information required exceeds thereportable transaction that describes both incomplete. space provided, complete as muchthe tax structure and the purported tax information as possible in the availableNote. Rev. Proc. 2007-21, 2007-9 I.R.B.treatment. space and attach the remaining613 provides guidance for requesting3. A copy of any designation information on additional sheets. Therescission of certain penalty assessmentsagreement to which the material advisor additional sheets must be in the sameunder sections 6707 or 6707A withis a party. See Line 5 for more order as the lines to which theyrespect to a nonlisted reportableinformation. correspond. You must also include yourtransaction.4. Copies of any additional written name and identifying number at the top ofmaterials, including tax analyses or Penalty For Failure To Maintain each additional sheet. Do not write “Seeopinions, relating to each reportable Required Lists Attached” on the form and provide all thetransaction that are material to an information on an attached statement.A penalty may be imposed if you areunderstanding of the intended tax
required to maintain a list under sectiontreatment or tax structure of that Material Advisor Identifying6112(a) and you fail to make the listtransaction that the material advisor or Informationavailable upon written request to the IRS.any related party or agent of the material

advisor has shown or provided to any The penalty is $10,000 for each day of Individuals. If the material advisor is an
individual or entity (or to their the failure after the date the list is individual, enter the first name, middle
representatives, tax advisors, or agents) required to be made available. The initial (if any), and last name; the social
who acquired or may acquire an interest penalty may be assessed for failure to security number; the phone number, and
in the transaction. However, you are not maintain the list in a form that enables the the complete address.
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Entities. If the material advisor is an Line 2 Lines 7a and 7b
entity, enter the full name of the entity as Check the box(es) for all categories that Check the box(es) for all categories that
shown on its income tax return, the apply to the transaction being reported. apply to the transaction being reported.
employer identification number, and the The reportable transaction categories are Indicate the related parties that are
complete address. See Item A for contact described under What is a Reportable needed and how they are related.
information. Transaction? on page 2. Indicate the role of tax-exempt entities if

they are required for the transaction. InItem A If the transaction is a listed addition, if a foreign entity is required,
transaction, you must check the indicate how and why the foreign entity isContact information. If the material
listed transaction box in addition toCAUTION

!
used, along with what country is used if aadvisor is an entity, list the name of a

any others that apply. particular country is required for thecontact person along with a contact
transaction. If you need more space,telephone number. If the material advisor Line 3
follow the instructions under How tois an individual, you may disregard this Identify the notice, revenue ruling, Complete Form 8918 on page 4.line. regulation (for example, Regulations

section 1.643(a)-8 or Notice 2003-81, Line 9Item B 2003-51 I.R.B. 1 modified and
Identify the types of financial instrumentsProtective disclosure. Indicate if you supplemented by Notice 2007-71,
required by the transaction (loan, stocks,are filing on a protective basis by 2007-35 I.R.B. 472), announcement, or
bonds, notes, original issue discounts,checking the appropriate box. If you are other published guidance that identified
domestic and foreign currencyuncertain if a transaction must be the transaction as a listed transaction or
agreements, swaps, futures, notionaldisclosed, check the “Yes” box and transaction of interest. For listed
principal contracts, options, input or riskdisclose the transaction in accordance transactions, identify the guidance as
hedges, etc.). If you need more space,with these instructions. shown in Notice 2004-67, 2004-50 I.R.B.
follow the instructions under How to967 or later IRS guidance.

On line 6a, you must explain why you Complete Form 8918 on page 4.
are filing the disclosure on a protective Line 4
basis. Generally, the IRS will not treat Line 10Enter the latest of the following dates.
disclosure statements filed on a protective • The date you made a tax statement Check all the boxes that apply for the tax
basis any differently than other disclosure with regard to the transaction. benefits expected from the transaction. A
statements filed on Form 8918. An • The date you received or had an tax benefit includes deductions,
incomplete form containing a statement expectation that you would receive gross exclusions from gross income,
that information will be provided on income in excess of the threshold amount nonrecognition of gain, tax credits,
request is not a complete disclosure (defined on page 1). adjustments (or the absence of
statement. For a protective disclosure to • The date the transaction was entered adjustments) to the basis of property,
be effective, you must properly complete into by the taxpayer. status as an entity exempt from federal
Form 8918 and provide all required • The date the transaction became a income taxation, and any other tax
information. See How to Complete Form listed transaction or transaction of consequences that may reduce a
8918 on page 4 for more information. interest. taxpayer’s federal tax liability by affecting

The latest of these dates is the date you the amount, timing, character, or sourceItem C became a material advisor. See Date you of any item of income, gain, expense, loss
Answer “Yes” if this is the original Form became a material advisor on page 2. or credit. Check the “Other” box for tax
8918 for this reportable transaction. If this benefits not specifically described by aLine 5is an amendment to a previously filed box and identify the tax benefit(s) in the

If more than one material advisor isForm 8918 for the reportable transaction, space provided. If you need more space,
required to disclose a reportableanswer “No” and enter the reportable follow the instructions under How to
transaction under this section, thetransaction number previously provided Complete Form 8918 on page 4.
material advisors may designate byfor the reportable transaction by the IRS.
written agreement a single material Line 13

The reportable transaction number is a advisor to disclose the transaction. The Describe all of the relevant facts about9-digit or 11-digit number and was transaction must be disclosed by the last the reportable transaction including theformerly known as a tax shelter day of the month following the end of the following.registration number or registration calendar quarter that includes the earliest
1. Tax benefits causing thenumber. date on which a material advisor who is a

transaction to be reportable.party to the agreement became a materialAmended statement. An amended 2. Years affected by the transaction.advisor to the transaction.statement must be filed if information
3. Steps of the transaction including:previously provided is no longer accurate, The designation of one material a. Agreements.if additional information that was not advisor to disclose the transaction

disclosed becomes available, or if there b. Property transfers and acquisitions.does not relieve the other materialCAUTION
!

are material changes to the transaction. c. Liability assumptions.advisors of the obligation to disclose the
transaction to the IRS in accordance with d. Obligation fulfillment.Line 1 these instructions, if the designated e. Sales.

Enter the name, if any, by which the material advisor fails to disclose the f. Entity formation or dissolution.transaction is known or commonly transaction to the IRS in a timely manner. g. Other relevant events. Otherreferred to by either yourself or published
relevant events may include but are notLine 6aguidance. If no name exists, provide a
limited to tax result protection. Tax resultshort identifying description of this Provide a concise statement indicating
protection includes insurance companytransaction that distinguishes it from other your role as a material advisor to this
and other third party products commonlyreportable transactions in which you have transaction. See Who is a Material
described as tax result insurance.participated (or may participate in the Advisor? on page 1. If you are filing a

4. Nature of the transaction (cash,future). Do not report more than one protective disclosure, you must explain
loan, service, other).transaction on this form unless the why you believe you are not a material

5. Purpose of each step intransactions are the same or substantially advisor. If you need more space, follow
accomplishing the tax benefits andsimilar. See Substantially Similar on page the instructions under How to Complete
consequences.2. Form 8918 on page 4.
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6. Where and how each party to the consequence and its financial reporting, if If you need more space, follow the
known). instructions under How to Complete Formtransaction (entered on lines 7a, 7b, and

8. How the financial instruments 8918 on page 4.8a and 8b) is used, including their roles.
(entered on line 9) are used in the

7. The economic and business transaction.
reasons for the transaction and its 9. How the Internal Revenue Code
structure (describe market or business sections (entered on line 12) enable you
conditions creating the tax benefit or to obtain the tax treatment.

Privacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice. We ask for the information on this form to carry out the Internal Revenue laws
of the United States. You are required to give us the information. We need it to ensure that you are complying with these laws. We
may give the information to the Department of Justice and to other federal agencies, as provided by law. We may give it to cities,
states, the District of Columbia, and U.S. commonwealths or possessions to carry out their tax laws. We may also disclose this
information to other countries under a tax treaty, to federal and state agencies to enforce federal nontax criminal laws, or to federal
law enforcement and intelligence agencies to combat terrorism. A penalty may be imposed if you are required to file this return and
fail to file by the due date or provide incomplete or false information.

Our authority to ask for information is section 6111 and its regulations, which require you to file a return or statement with us with
respect to any reportable transaction for which you are a material advisor. Your response is mandatory under these sections.
Section 6109 requires that you provide your identifying number on what you file. This is so we know who you are, and can process
your return and other papers. You must fill in all parts of the tax form that apply to you.

You are not required to provide the information requested on a form that is subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act unless the
form displays a valid OMB control number. Books or records relating to a form or its instructions must be retained as long as their
contents may become material in the administration of any Internal Revenue law. Generally, tax returns and return information are
confidential, as required by section 6103.

The time needed to complete and file this form will vary depending on individual circumstances. The estimated average time is:

Recordkeeping . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 hr., 07min.
Learning about the law or the form . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 hr., 29min.
Preparing, copying, assembling, and sending the form to the IRS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 hr., 41min.

If you have comments concerning the accuracy of this time estimate or suggestions for making this form simpler, we would be
happy to hear from you. You can write to the Internal Revenue Service, Tax Products Coordinating Committee,
SE:W:CAR:MP:T:T:SP, 1111 Constitution Ave. NW, IR-6526, Washington, DC 20224. Do not send the form to this address. Instead,
see Where To File on page 3.
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